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Abstract.  Enterprise  modelling  and  information  systems  work  often  relies 
heavily on graphical models expressed in visual languages to concisely capture, 
rigorously model and effectively convey meaning between stakeholders. Recent 
research has highlighted problems with the effectiveness of popular modelling 
notations. A physics of notations (PoN) was proposed to address these issues. 
Application of the PoN has not proven routinely successful. Models are often 
constructed by experts, but must be well received by non-experts to achieve 
their goals. This research contends that recent information from the fields of 
cognition,  visualisation  and graphic  design  can  be  exploited  to  enhance  the 
return on modelling effort (ROME) and the value of models. Improved meta 
models, methods for visual language design and enhanced tools can support the 
definition and use of effective visual languages and the application of the PoN 
and derivatives.

Keywords: Graphical Modelling, Enterprise Modelling, Polymetric Modelling, 
Return on Modelling Effort  (ROME),  Meta Model,  Concrete Syntax,  Visual 
Language, Physics of Notation (PoN).

1   Research Problem

1.1 Area of Interest

Business,  public  and  social  enterprises  are  experiencing  accelerated  and  more 
significant change than previously [1]. They are also more information systems (IS) 
and technology intensive to remain competitive and to achieve their aims [2, 82, 83]. 
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  A variety of techniques assist in enterprise transformation and the delivery of the 
necessary information technology (IT) and system solutions. These include enterprise 
modelling  (EM),  enterprise  architecture  (EA),  requirements  engineering  (RE)  and 
solution architecture.

EA methods  recommend  the  use  of  many  different  forms  of  models,  many  
graphical. These frameworks include (inter alia): Zachman [3], the IFIP Generalised 
Enterprise  Reference  Architecture  and  Methodology  (GERAM)  [4],  the  U.S. 
Department  of  Defence  Architecture  Framework  (DODAF)  [5],  The  US 
Government’s Federal Enterprise Architecture Framework (FEAF) [6], Cap Gemini’s 
Integrated  Architecture  Framework  (IAF)  [7],  The  Open  Group  Architecture 
Framework (TOGAF) [8], the Pragmatic EA Framework (PEAF) [9]. Archimate [10] 
has been developed specifically to define suitable graphical models to represent EA 
models. 
  There are other approaches in the realm of EM and IS analysis. These include (inter 
alia): Multi-perspective Enterprise Modelling (MEMO) [11], Enterprise Engineering 
(EE) [12] and the Unified Enterprise Modelling Language (UEML) [13].

Requirements  Engineering  (RE)  approaches  include  (inter  alia):  Integration 
DEFinition (IDEF) [14], Structured Systems Analysis/Design (SSA/D), Information 
Engineering  (IE)  [15]  and  Requirements  Engineering  Board  (REB)  [16].  These 
typically  address  goals,  functional,  process,  service,  capability,  data,  interface  and 
non-functional requirements. They make use of a variety of notations, including (inter 
alia) e.g. IDEF, Unified Modelling Language (UML) [17], Entity Relationship (ER) 
Models [18], IE Models, Process Models e.g. Business Process Model and Notation 
(BPMN) [19], Goal Models [20, 11], and Solution Architecture (component/interface) 
models [21]. Software engineering methods are addressed by graphical methods too 
e.g. ISO 24744 [85].

Despite the very widespread use of graphical notations in support  of enterprise 
modelling and information systems work, there is often a shortfall in delivery of value 
versus  expectations.  This  was  highlighted  by  [22]  in  a  paper  about  Return  on 
Modelling Effort (ROME). Significant effort is expended on the building of models, 
but the value anticipated may not be realised if the models are inappropriate to the 
task, unsuitable for the audience or of poor quality. 

1.2   Research Problem

Graphical models can definitely enhance modelling effectiveness, but in over 35 years 
of analysis, development, consulting, strategy, project management and architecture 
practice in industry, the author has observed first hand that there are also difficulties in 
achieving  value  delivery  from  visual  models.  While  these  almost  always  add 
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understanding for the author and rigour to the analysis and eventual solution, it is 
often difficult to get acceptance and “buy in” from the non-specialist audience, which 
typically includes executives, project sponsors and domain experts. Problems which 
we have observed include the following:
P1 Models and their presentation are not properly matched to stakeholder interests, 

concerns or expertise
P2 Models are too “technical” - typically meaning that the audience does not easily 

comprehend the collection of symbols and connections and their meaning. This 
can be exacerbated by poorly designed or overloaded notations

P3 Models are too homogenous - We refer to  “camouflage models” where there are 
a great many elements that are essentially the same, thus making it difficult to 
extract  anything  of  significance.  An  example  would  be  the  BAIN  Service 
reference  model  for  banking  [23],  where  there  is  a  nested  diagram showing 
several  hundred services  just  as  text  names.  Another  would be  a  large  entity 
relationship diagram for a domain data model showing several hundred entities 
and many more relationships

P4 Models are not in a familiar format - Business stakeholders typically relate to 
documents, presentations and spreadsheets and find it difficult to extract meaning 
rapidly from an unfamiliar graphical presentation

P5 Models  have  too  many  elements  without  adequate  grouping,  layering  or 
differentiation

P6 Practitioners spend inordinate effort transposing models from rigorous tools to 
non-structured formats to overcome the acceptance problem. In the process, the 
connection  to  the  source  repository  is  lost,  thereby  destroying  integrity, 
reusability, maintainability and currency of the derived output when the source 
changes

P7 It  may  be  difficult  to  get  the  answers  required  from the  visual  models  even 
though the necessary data is in the underlying repository

There  are  additional  challenges,  which  include  the  need  to  support:  progressive 
completion of models as information becomes available; collaborative construction of 
models by multiple stakeholders; reuse of elements across models and organisational 
entities;  and security and privacy of  selected information.  These problems can be 
addressed by improved modelling language and graphical notation design, as well as 
carefully conceived tooling. 

1.2 Research Questions

The overall research question can be formulated as:

How can we improve the design of modelling languages, their graphical 
notations and supporting tools to resolve current problems and enhance 
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their  effectiveness  in  enterprise  modelling,  information  systems  and 
requirements engineering?

This can be decomposed into several sub-questions:

RQ1 What kinds of visual representation / language are used in enterprise modelling 
and information systems (abstraction from practice)?

RQ2 What  aspects  distinguish  effective  visual  language  from  ineffective  visual 
language?

RQ3 What inhibits the effective use of visual language design/usage principles and 
guidelines in practice?

RQ4 What aspects of human cognition, perception and information processing can 
we better exploit to enhance visual languages and their use?

RQ5 What changes or new capabilities are required in meta models and tools to 
enhance their support for effective visual language design and use?

RQ6 What guidance can be provided to designers of visual modelling languages / 
notations?

2   Prior Work

Many disciplines and theories are relevant to the current study. We will briefly review 
these and relevant prior contributions within each. 
  Stakeholder orientation is important to cater for the needs and concerns of authors 
and model users. Some appropriate techniques are detailed in TOGAF [8].
  Semantics is the study of meaning. (from Ancient Greek: σημαντικός sēmantikós, 
"significant")  -  Wikipedia.  It  focusses  on  the  meaning  and  significance  of  the 
knowledge conveyed, rather than the form of presentation. Semantics is important as 
models are primarily about capturing, organising, analysing and sharing information, 
knowledge  and  understanding.  A proper  semantics  ensures  that  the  concepts  are 
appropriate to the goals, understood by the stakeholders and relevant to achieving the 
purpose  of  the  models.  [24]  discuss  the  need  for  formal  semantics  in  modelling 
languages. Various approaches are available for defining semantic models. Popular 
approaches include: the Integration DEFinition for Information Modeling (IDEF1X) , 
Resource Description Framework (RDF) and The Web Ontology Language (OWL) 
[25]. 

Semantic models are capable of describing concepts, relationships, properties and 
values for virtually any domain or type of model. They are thus suitable as a means to 
hold  the  content  of  models  which will  be  represented using graphical  models,  as 
specified by a visual language. 
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  Syntax is used in natural language and grammar to denote the way in which words 
can be combined to convey meaning. It is used within logic to define the rules for the 
combination of symbols and operations in legal constructions. It is used in computer 
science to denote the way in which programming language constructs can be legally 
combined  into  valid  operations  statements  or  data  definitions.  [26].  For  graphical 
modelling we talk about concrete syntax [27], meaning the way in which symbols are 
used to represent concepts, relationships and values and the way in which they may be 
combined to  convey the  intended meaning.  This  is  obviously  of  vital  and central 
interest  to  our  current  study  since  it  fundamentally  influences  the  way  in  which 
meaning is perceived by the users of graphical models. It is also important to be able 
to generalise the concepts, relationships, properties and features that are necessary to 
be able to define visual languages so that these can be supported in tooling. Syntax 
should be related to semantics to connect the visual representations to the underlying 
meaning in the model. 

Semiotics is the use of symbols to convey meaning. “semiotics, noun: the study of 
signs and symbols as elements of communicative behaviour; the analysis of systems 
of communication, as language, gestures, or clothing” - [26]. Graphical models, in 
particular, make use of a great many symbols in their notations. Some symbols are 
apprehended  naturally  based  upon  evolutionary  mechanism  of  perception.  These 
typically  relate  to  physical  entities  in  the real  world,  for  which the human visual 
system has been optimised through evolution. These are called “Sensory Codes” and 
are perceived quickly and with little effort - in effect within the “human hardware”. 
Other “arbitrary codes” are learned through experience or instruction and have to be 
“decoded” in the brain - in effect through sequential circuitry and “human software”, 
a much slower and more arduous process. 

Communications Theory as initially expounded by [28] is relevant to the transfer 
of ideas from the model author to a model reader. It includes the objective of accurate 
transfer  of  message  or  meaning,  via  a  medium.  It  has  important  implications  for 
factors which can inhibit effective communication (e.g. the presence of noise which is 
distracting  signal  or  information which can cause  errors  at  the  receiver,  or  waste 
capacity). 

The related fields of the Human Visual System, Perception and Cognition have 
developed rapidly in recent years.  An excellent summary is provided by [29].  We 
have learned that there is a rapid, broadband, parallel processing initial stage of the 
visual system that takes in a wide angle view of the visual field and is optimised to 
find  meaningful  or  interesting  elements  within  that  to  focus  on.  Once  these  are 
identified, the active process of perception is triggered. This directs attention to the 
identified elements of interest in the visual field. These are imaged using the much 
higher resolution fovea in the eye. This sensory input is then processed in a much 
slower, sequential cognitive system. 

Perception is an active process, where further attention is directed to interesting 
elements in the field of view [30] [31]. This occurs before we are consciously aware 
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of the elements. There is evidence regarding the limitations of the visual short term 
memory that  can provide guidance on how complex visual representations can be 
before they fatigue a viewer and information is lost. 

[32] introduces the concept of Information Encoding, identifying 8 variables onto 
which information can be encoded graphically. The visual variables constitute a kind 
of visual alphabet for constructing notations. Visual language (notation) designers can 
use combinations of the variables to create the symbols of the desired language. 

The Physics of Notation (PoN) was defined by [33] towards a scientific basis for 
constructing visual  notations  in  Software  Engineering.  We argue that  most  of  the 
principles  are  equally  relevant  for  enterprise  modelling.  His  approach  leverages 
information coding to derive a prescriptive theory for the construction of a visual 
language. Principles are defined which a language should meet to ensure maximum 
effectiveness and ease of successful interpretation by a viewer. The PoN has been 
widely applied, although not always well [34]. Limitations are identified by [34], [35]. 
Some suggested enhancements are provided by [36] and [37]. An alternate approach 
is espoused by [86] and the Cognitive Dimensions of Notations adherents. A literature 
review is provided in [38].  In our work, we aim to improve/extend the theory to 
allow  for  adaptation  to  meet  analysis  goals,  using  the  idea  of  Polymetric 
Diagramming. 

Polymetric Diagramming is a technique introduced by [39] for the visualisation 
of complex software systems. The symbols in regular graphical models are modified 
in multiple ways (using encoding dimensions) to highlight properties of interest of the 
model elements. For example, the symbol height, width, colour or other properties 
may be changed. The technique exploits Pre-attentive Processing which allows a 
viewer to rapidly focus on relevant information in a large model using early cognitive 
processing which is parallel, rapid and low effort. [40].  We aim to adapt the ideas for 
use with a wider range of models including those for enterprise modelling and more 
general  information  systems  work.  We  plan  to  provide  empirically  grounded 
principles for the effective use of the techniques as well as caveats for what should be 
avoided.  

We live in a highly visual age and most citizens nowadays are bombarded with a 
huge volume and variety of  information [41].   There is  increased competition for 
attention  from  all  sides,  including  advertising,  news,  social  media,  personal 
messaging,  eMail  and other  channels  [42].  Viewers  of  models  are  highly visually 
literate and now demand much better input to attract and hold their attention. [43] 
highlight the roles of viewer bias and competition for attention. 

Modelling Language Design is addressed by [44], [45], [46] and [47] who provide 
good principles and guidelines. 

The fields of Graphic Design, Visualisation and User Experience have evolved 
to address these demands. There is now a body of knowledge to assist designers in 
producing good visual products based upon empirical evidence of how we perceive 
information as humans. Some outstanding contributions in these areas include: [48], 
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[29], [49],  [50], [51]. [52] introduce the field of Knowledge Visualization to enhance 
communication  with  executive  stakeholders  and  non-specialists.  [53]  address 
communication of strategy. 

Meta Modelling is vital to structure the environment which will hold models (both 
semantic and visual). Meta modelling can be achieved in UML (with extensions), in 
Semantic  Models  and  in  a  comprehensive  notation  such  as  Concept  and  Object 
Modelling Notation (COMN) espoused by [54] which allows conceptual, logical and 
physical modelling in one notation. The physical layer can target various technologies 
including SQL and NoSQL data stores. 

Model  Quality  is  addressed  by  various  authors  [including  84],  most 
comprehensively by [55].

Standards  are  useful  for  information interchange between tools  in  a  tool  eco-
system. Commonly used formats include eXtensible Markup Language (XML) and 
JavaScript  Object  Notation  (JSON).  An application  of  XML,  viz.  XML Metadata 
Interchange (XMI) [56] is promoted for inter-operation between tools, but may not 
have the richness required for our needs. RDF and OWL could be used, but these are 
less  commonly supported outside the semantic  community.  A language which has 
proven competent in exchanging semantic information across programming and data 
definition languages, as well as UML and other tooling, is the FAMOOS Information 
Exchange Model (FAMIX) as implemented in the Moose platform [57]. 

Solution Architecture using a service oriented and layered approach is relevant to 
defining the architecture for a toolset /  ecosystem which can support the range of 
facilities required. A Development Method which can support the evolution of current 
assets and the definition of new assets towards the end vision is required. The Service 
Oriented Modeling and Architecture (SOMA) approach from IBM [21] seems most 
promising. 

Exemplar Tools were examined, especially those capable of managing a variety of 
model types and allowing non-programmers to define meta models and associated 
notations. We sought to identify concepts and meta model features that allowed the 
necessary flexibility as well as architectural approaches which have proven practical. 
Tools examined include: The author and colleagues Enterprise Value Architect (EVA), 
MEMO  [27],  Meta  Edit+  [58],  XModeler  [59]  and  Eclipse  [60].  [61]  illustrates 
generation of visual models from semantic models. Lyra [62] illustrates interactive 
visualisation design. 

Domain Specific Language (DSL) may be an appropriate technique to interact 
with  stakeholders  and  to  invoke  services  required  of  tool  elements.  The  author 
previously  defined a  Meta  Enterprise  Architecture  Language (MEAL) [63]  in  this 
vein. Other tools which serve as examples include: [64] while [65] and [66] provide 
guidance on use in enterprise modelling.  [67]  and [65] provide guidance on DSL 
design. [47] and [68] discuss development of visual language syntax. 

Development Tools  and Libraries  which we have chosen for  prototyping and 
proof  of  concept  work  include:  The  Pharo  open  source  Smalltalk  language  and 
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Integrated  Development  Environment  (IDE)  [69],  the  Roassal  and  Mondrian 
visualisation  libraries  [70].  These  were  chosen  for  openness,  familiarity, 
expressiveness  and  the  “live  programming”  dynamic  bound  nature  of  the 
environments.  Mondrian  was  also  the  original  environment  in  which  Polymetric 
Diagramming was implemented. 

3   Research Goals and Questions

RG1 Define  a  meta  model  capable  of  holding  formal  semantic  description, 
syntax and semiotics of common graphical model types

RG2 Define extensions to the above capable of supporting multiple model types 
relating to the same semantic models and multiple visual languages

RG3 Define extensions to allow the design time specification of  and runtime 
application of modifications to support more effective model use (e.g. by 
polymetric diagramming, graphical model layout and other techniques)

RG4 Define tool characteristics and architecture to support the more effective 
definition  of  visual  languages  and  the  more  effective  use  of  the  visual 
language principles and guidelines at model use time (e.g. by modifying 
representation and/or layout to suit purpose, audience and medium)

RG5 Demonstrate  efficacy by  exemplar  visual  language  support  in  prototype 
tooling (e.g. of typical enterprise and IS requirements visual models with 
emphasis of relevant information)

Media for model consumption may include (inter alia) interactive computer screen; 
small screen (phone or tablet); printed document (A4); presentation (e.g. landscape 
PowerPoint or Keynote); Poster (A2 or larger for wall display or display on LCD 
monitors); Wall (larger than A0). 

4   Research Method

The  primary  goal  of  the  research  is  to  produce  improvements  in  the  efficacy  of 
graphical  models  with  respect  to  the  ability  of  a  modeller,  analyst  or  viewer  to 
apprehend and interpret useful information. What information is regarded as useful 
will vary depending upon the role and perspective of the person, the context and the 
goals of the modelling or interpretation of the model.

The research falls in the field of information systems, since it involves a socio-
technical  system  i.e.  artefacts  and  human  interaction  with  them  [71].  More 
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specifically  it  involves  the  interaction  of  analysts  and modellers  with  information 
technology producing models and the resultant models. 

IS is a multidisciplinary field with two major branches of research. The naturalistic 
branch seeks to find universal truth in observed phenomena. Design (science) research 
seeks to create utility in artificial creations (artefacts). This research falls in the second 
camp. There is no existing phenomenon to examine in a naturalistic way. On the other 
hand,  the  intent  is  to  create  a  technology  and  artefacts  of  use.  Using  the  guide 
provided by [72], it falls in the Improvement and Exaptation quadrant: new solutions 
for known problems; adapt solutions from other fields.

The research aims to produce a technology-based solution to an important business 
problem. This is essentially the definition of the goal of Design Science Research 
(DSR) as defined by [72]. The research will produce a number of artefacts, which is 
also a characteristic of DSR. These include:
A1 Exemplar Models which demonstrate the application of the techniques with a 

variety of relevant model types
A2 A (Meta)Meta Model which includes the necessary concepts, relationships and 

attribute structures to describe the desired model features, modifications and 
their mapping to the underlying data of represented objects

A3 A Documented Process which describes how the modifications are conceived, 
described and applied

A4 Guidelines for Effective Modification Types to assist with the effective use of 
the approach and avoiding bad practices

A5 Software Prototype to evaluate the potential for automated support leading to a
A6 Tool Ecosystem Architecture to facilitate seamless interoperation of tools in 

support of better visual language design and use

The research will also contribute to theory building, which is another goal of DSR. 
Specifically,  we  aim  to  develop  two  theories  which  extend  the  “Physics  of 
Notations” [33]:
T1 Descriptive Theory - A category four theory [73] which explains how and why 

polymetric modelling works and predicts effect of its application
T2 Prescriptive Theory -  A category five theory [73] which provides guidance for 

design and action

Additional artefacts, beyond the scope of this research, but contemplated for further 
work, include:
A7 Software system implementing the approach and the meta model defined
A8 User interface to simplify specification for the user, further increasing efficiency 

and enabling unaided analysis-time use by a much wider (non developer) audience
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4.1. Selection of Research Method
There are many flavours of design science research, as it is still a maturing field. The 
author looked in particular at [72], [74], [75], [76], as well as [77], [78] before settling 
on an integrated approach that (a) combined all relevant elements of the preceding 
approaches (b) represented current best practice (c) fit our problem space well. The 
approach selected is articulated by [79]. Their  roadmap is a verified consensus and 
presents a capable view of how to conduct Design Science Research, summarised in 
Figure 1.

Figure 1 - Design Science Research Framework - [79]

4.2. Application of Method
The method recommended by [79] was followed fairly closely.
• The Relevance Cycle (left 1/3) is concerned with clarifying the problem, checking 

its  relevance,  seeing  if  there  is  a  potential  (designable)  solution,  identifying 
sources of knowledge and setting criteria for completion of the research. It ensures 
the research engages with the real world context and issues

• The Design Cycle (middle 1/3) sets out a cycle of activities to be carried out to 
progress the research. It ensures that a structured approach is taken to the research 
and that important steps are carried out

• The  Rigour  Cycle  (right  1/3)  provides  guidance  on  ensuring  rigour  in  the 
performance  of  the  research.  It  includes  creative  thinking  (to  find  ideas  and 
opportunities and potential solutions); Literature survey to ensure familiarity with 
prior research of relevance and a sound theoretical grounding and the management 
of the Central Design Repository (CDR). The repository has components to record 
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details about the design and the artefacts as work progresses, as well as to record 
the process, progress and important decisions and outcomes during the research.

• At the base of the diagram, the Final Results section documents outputs which 
should  be  created  by  the  research,  including:  Purpose  and  Scope;  Constructs; 
Principles  of  Form  and  Function;  Artefact  Mutability;  Testable  Propositions; 
Justificatory  Knowledge;  Principles  of  Implementation;  and  Expository 
Instantiation(s)

For further guidance on what should be written up in communicating design science 
research we consulted [80] albeit with the caveat from [78] that not all recommended 
elements are relevant in every DSR project. 

Since the research will create models, software and methods, it is also aligned with 
the German tradition of Wirtshaftsinformatik (research through development: possible 
future usage patterns) [81].

5   Progress to Date

Much  effort  has  been  expended  in  clarifying  the  problems,  surveying  relevant 
literature and selecting and refining an appropriate research method. The study started 
with  the  University  of  Cape  Town,  but  was  moved  to  Duisburg-Essen  which 
presented a more appropriate home for the topic. 

Model types commonly used and their generic characteristics have been identified. 
(RQ1)

Familiarity with PoN and its application has been established. We have catalogued 
difficulties in use of models in practice and in use of PoN in various applications. 
(RQ2, RQ3)

Literature on the design of visual languages, graphical notations and their efficacy 
in practice has been reviewed to identify inhibitors of effectiveness. (RQ3)

Literature  on  human  visual  system,  cognition,  use  of  symbols  and  associated 
biology and neurology has been reviewed to identify aspects which could be better 
utilised and improved. (RQ4, RQ6)

Requirements in support of polymetric diagramming, visual language design and 
usage time interaction have been identified. (RQ5, RQ6)

Tools have been examined to glean support mechanisms for generic modeling and 
how they handle notation. (RQ5)

Consideration of how graphics are defined in other environments and in our chosen 
development environment. (RQ5)

Definition of meta model to support semantics, model types, basic visual language 
and selected polymetric modifications is substantially complete.  The highest level of 
this is shown as Figure 2. (RQ5) Space does not permit more detail.
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Figure 2 - High Level Draft Meta-Meta Model for Tool Support
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A draft layered architecture and API requirements has been created for a proposed 
toolset /  ecosystem, highest level shown as Figure 3. Space does not permit more 
detail (RQ5)

A selection of prototype tool components have been constructed using the chosen 
tooling to validate ideas. (RQ5)

Figure 3 - Layered Tool Architecture (high level)

6   Contribution

C1 Extend  PoN  to  deal  with  Polymetric  Diagramming  via  descriptive  and 
prescriptive theories

C2 Extend the application of the PoN to enterprise models 
C3 Apply Polymetric Diagramming to enterprise models
C4 Define meta model to facilitate construction of language engineering tools and 

tools which are more effective at model use time
C5 Provide  layered  model  to  deal  with  different  concerns  architecturally  and 

support modelling tool eco-system
C6 Provide guidance in method and principles for visual language design
The above will collectively contribute to value of models, reduced effort in model 
translation and interpretation and ultimately, improved ROME. 
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